
QUIET.BOX 
CLEAR FORM,
MORE PRIVACY
Even in busy places people need space to make phone 
calls undisturbed or to discuss confidential information. 
Our smallest and simplest solution to this problem is 
the QUIET.BOX. It fits in harmoniously everywhere – 
even in passageways or canteens – with minimum 
impact. That’s thanks to its understated design and 
optional transparent rear panel. We supply the QUIET.
BOX as a ready-assembled piece of furniture, so you just 
have to put it up and plug it in. Ventilation, lighting and 
power connection are included!

Products:
QUIET.BOX, TABLE.H meeting tables, MOVE.MIX and  
MOVE.MIX bar stools, NET.WORK.PLACE elements
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Lees meer info op onze website www.meinema.nl

https://www.meinema.nl/producten/akoestische-producten/koenig-neurath-quiet-box


QUIET.BOX Organic 
A MODULAR APPROACH 
TO SPACE ORGANISATION 
You don’t necessarily need much space for privacy. Do you want to share 
personal or confidential information in an open space office? Then you 
need to retreat to our QUIET.BOX Organic, which has a homely feel.  
The textile, acoustically effective back panel can be designed individually. 
The organic design of this modern-day phone box makes it the perfect 
complement for the open space solutions in our NET.WORK.PLACE Organic 
suite.

Products:
QUIET.BOX Organic, LIFE.S, TENSA.NEXT,  
NET.WORK.PLACE Organic elements, THINK.TANK, HORIZONTE
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QUIET.BOX Duo 
FOR FOCUSED WORKING 

AND MORE 
Working in an open space brings teams closer together and encourages 

them to reach decisions quickly. But you’re going to need areas suitable for 
discussions too, so that your employees still have a quiet atmosphere for 

tasks involving concentration. The QUIET.BOX Duo is ideal for quick 
one-to-one meetings or focused working. The solution is completely 

self-contained with its own ventilation and comes with a choice of furniture 
– for instance with bench seats and tables. The glass back panel creates a 

pleasant feeling of space. The fabric-covered internal walls and acoustic 
ceiling ensure perfect acoustics.

Products:
QUIET.BOX Duo, LIFE.S, TENSA.NEXT, TABLE.H, MOVE.MIX bar stools 
and NET.WORK.PLACE elements
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